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Details of Visit:

Author: Sheldon cooper
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 14 Jan 2014 17:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

As been reported plenty of times , clean ,luxurious , well appointed

The Lady:

Gorgeous , stunning , blonde bombshell
I know everyone has different ideas on the perfect woman , but Chloe for me is perfection 

The Story:

I was lucky enough to have just phoned after Chloe had a cancellation ,( the poor fool) lucky for me
as I do a lot of dithering ,before I choose the girl. Anyway I arrived on time and was shown in by the
stunning maid ,straight into the room and was offered a drink . I jumped in the shower and as I was
drying off Chloe came in ,WOW was what I was trying to say but didn't quite come out like that .
Sorted out the paperwork and we started kissing ( very nice ) then Chloe suggests moving on to the
bed , where more kissing and then onto owo which is also very good . We then changed to a 69
,she said thank you after I made her cum ( well if I didn't she deserves a golden globe) mind you
she already has two off those stuffed in her bra .
On with the condom , with Chloe on top riding me ( beautiful sight looking down at me ) after a while
we changed to owo again to finish me off , Chloe handled the clean up very well , she lay down on
the bed again for a cuddle and a chat, we talked about her working at lmp and I was thinking about
going back there , but I don't think I would want to share her, I think for the foreseeable future I will
be visiting Chloe exclusively .
Although I'm not a seasoned pro when it comes to punting , I had such an enjoyable time with Chloe
, I felt the need to write my first review and tell you all she is truly amazing and I recommend her
100% 
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